Flats for Sale in Prime Arcade Bahria
Enclave Islamabad
Considered as the future of premium lifestyle, the Prime Arcade in Bahria Enclave Islamabad is an iconic
and one of the most successful commercial hubs in the capital city of Islamabad. A unique combination
of the latest architecture, 24/7 security, provision of all the necessary amenities, and a prime location
makes this place an ideal choice for living or investing for commercial purposes.

Situated in the commercial nucleus of Bahria Enclave, Islamabad, on the 2nd and 3rd floors of the Prime
Arcade, fully-furnished posh and luxurious apartments are also for sale. These apartments are present in
the center of all the health and education facilities. Apart from this, many elements of entertainment
are also situated in close proximity to these apartments.

The next time you come across any vacant House for rent in Islamabad, remember that it is for the flats
in prime arcade Bahria Enclave Islamabad, and it is destined to become the new commercial hub of the
capital city. Make sure to book an apartment amidst the commercial center of Bahria Enclave as it has a
lot in store for our respected clients. The first floor of the prime arcade has a wonderful and conducive
business environment that would be best suitable for your work activities. Ideally located in the heart of
Islamabad, these office spaces will chiefly assist you in furthering your business activities. These offices
also have all the necessary on-site facilities including express elevators, raised flooring, 24/7 security
surveillance, and spacious parking facilities for the professionals and their visitors. This gives a chance
for the potential esteemed residents of the second and third floors to keep their personal and
professional activities in close proximity.

The flats for sale in the prime arcade of Bahria Enclave Islamabad are one of the most recent
developments in the real estate market of the capital of Pakistan, but the arcade is surrounded by much
high profile and top-notch commercial icons which lends it a modern and luxurious character.

There are many exquisite features of the flats for sale in the Prime Arcade, attracting investors and
customers, and also provides opportunities to builders and brand owners for further marketing and
exposure. Some characteristics unique to the Prime Arcade are listed below:

•

Unparalleled and top-quality building material

•

24/7 security and area-wide installation of CCTV cameras

•

Emergency stairs and exit in case of any hazard

•

Innovative and modern architectural design

•

Reliable structure of the building which is able to withstand every natural calamity

•

Availability of the fire-fighting system

•

Exceptional finishing and high-standard tiles throughout the arcade

•

Aesthetically charming and lit alleys

•

Provision of side corridors and backway passages for the ease of our respected residents

Apart from these features, the administration of the Bahria Enclave Islamabad ensures that it maintains
a loyal and dedicated relationship with the customer.

Interested in buying an apartment or flat in the Prime Arcade?
The payment plans for all the floors in the arcade are also highly flexible and the down payment is 25%
of the actual price. You can even get an Offices for Sale in Islamabad.

If you are looking for a residential or commercial investment opportunity in the heart of Islamabad, then
there is no better option than this for you.

Are you 95% convinced? Looking to proceed further?
Simply get in touch with the professional experts of Gharbaar and book your next dream apartment.
Gharbaar is solely dedicated to helping buyers and sellers so that they can deal with each other
efficiently to navigate through the ever-changing dynamics of Pakistan’s real estate market.

